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How It Works

Healthcare organizations responsible for risk Adjustment coding are overwhelmed with the volume of charts 
to review and need a way to improve their coding performance. Coders strive to capture risk-adjustable 
diagnoses accurately, but the breadth of medical documentation results in fatigue that can lead to missed 
coding opportunities. Existing solutions designed to assist coders are challenging to leverage when it’s 

disconnected from the workflow or delays with processing to scale across projects. 

Streamline coding operations with advanced AI technology
Through seamless integration with your existing coding workflow solutions, Apixio’s AI-driven engine 
processes records in real-time, delivering valuable insights directly to your coders for review. Apixio provides 
ICD and HCC insights for MA and ACA populations, ensuring accurate and efficient coding, minimizing missed 
coding opportunities, and complementing existing workflows.

Revolutionizing Retrospective Risk  
Adjustment Coding Operations with  
AI-Driven Insights
Apixio’s AI-as-a-Service Solution for Retrospective Risk Adjustment enables 
payers, and other healthcare organizations to identify diagnoses accurately  
and efficiently within their existing coding workflow applications. 

Send documents  
to Apixio’s APIs

Configured APIs allow  
documents to be sent and  

results received in real-time.

Process documents 
through Apixio’s  

AI engine

Identify HCC and ICD codes 
throughout the document that 

meet the risk adjustment criteria.

Deliver insights  
through JSON output

HCC and ICD codes  
are delivered into any  
workflow application.



Learn how Apixio’s AIaaS for Retrospective  
Risk Adjustment can help your organization  
deliver insights and optimize performance. 

About Us 
Apixio is the Connected Care Platform at the intersection of health plans and providers. Our actionable AI  
technology, flexible services, and seamless workflows power accurate payments and high-quality patient care  
so healthcare organizations can thrive as the industry moves toward value-based reimbursement models.
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Workflow 
Integration

Seamlessly integrate AI insights into existing coding solutions without 
disruption, ensuring a smooth transition and minimal downtime.

Accurate 
Insights

Support 1st and 2nd pass coding with accurate ICD insights delivered 
directly to coders.

Operational
Efficiency

Let AI read thousands of pages of medical records and augment 
coders reviews with ICD and HCC codes identified. 

With AI Insights Your Organization Can:Impact
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